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there are
dog
versions of dog
—Tom Trudgeon

multitude of fins
multitude of ins
multitude of pins
multitude of skins
multitude of twins
multitude of wins
mum’s the bird
mum’s the blurred
mum’s the byrd
mum’s the curd
mum’s the furred
mum’s the gird
mum’s the heard
mum’s the herd
mum’s the nerd
mum’s the slurred
mum’s the spurred
mum’s the stirred
mum’s the third
brunch out
bunch out
crunch out
hunch out
lunch out
punch out
scrunch out
munch bout
munch clout
munch doubt
munch drought
munch flout
munch gout
munch grout
munch knout
munch kraut

munch lout
munch pout
munch rout
munch route
munch scout
munch shout
munch snout
munch spout
munch sprout
munch stout
munch tout
munch trout
bustle in
hustle in
mussel in
russell in
rustle in
tussle in
music to beers
music to cheers
music to clears
music to fears
music to gears
music to peers
music to shears
music to tears
music to years
butter about
clutter about
cutter about
flutter about
gutter about
putter about
shutter about
sputter about
stutter about
utter about

my pup runneth over
my sup runneth over
my up runneth over
my yup runneth over
my chips are sealed
my clips are sealed
my grips are sealed
my hips are sealed
my mips are sealed
my scripts are sealed
my ships are sealed
my slips are sealed
my snips are sealed
my strips are sealed
my thrips are sealed
my tips are sealed
my trips are sealed
my lips are field
my lips are healed
my lips are keeled
my lips are peeled
my lips are shield
my lips are wheeled
my lips are wield
my lips are yield
my leisure
my measure
my treasure
ail back
ale back
bail back
bale back
brail back
braille back
dail back
dale back

fail back
faille back
flail back
frail back
gael back
gale back
grail back
hail back
hale back
jail back
kail back
kale back
mail back
male back
pail back
pale back
quail back
rail back
sail back
sale back
scale back
shale back
snail back
stale back
tail back
tale back
trail back
vale back
veil back
wail back
wale back
whale back
yale back
nail black
nail clack
nail claque
nail crack
nail dak
nail flack
nail flak

nail hack
nail jack
nail knack
nail lac
nail lack
nail mac
nail mack
nail pac
nail pack
nail plaque
nail quack
nail rack
nail sac
nail sack
nail shack
nail slack
nail smack
nail snack
nail stack
nail tack
nail thwack
nail track
nail whack
nail wrack
nail yack
nail yak
ail colours to the mast
ale colours to the mast
bail colours to the mast
bale colours to the mast
brail colours to the mast
braille colours to the mast
dail colours to the mast
dale colours to the mast
fail colours to the mast
faille colours to the mast
flail colours to the mast
frail colours to the mast
gael colours to the mast

gale colours to the mast
grail colours to the mast
hail colours to the mast
hale colours to the mast
jail colours to the mast
kail colours to the mast
kale colours to the mast
mail colours to the mast
male colours to the mast
pail colours to the mast
pale colours to the mast
quail colours to the mast
rail colours to the mast
sail colours to the mast
sale colours to the mast
scale colours to the mast
shale colours to the mast
snail colours to the mast
stale colours to the mast
tail colours to the mast
tale colours to the mast
trail colours to the mast
vale colours to the mast
veil colours to the mast
wail colours to the mast
wale colours to the mast
whale colours to the mast
yale colours to the mast
nail colours to the asked
nail colours to the bast
nail colours to the blast
nail colours to the cast
nail colours to the caste
nail colours to the fast
nail colours to the glassed
nail colours to the last
nail colours to the massed
nail colours to the nast
nail colours to the passed
nail colours to the past

nail colours to the vast
ail in the coffin of
ale in the coffin of
bail in the coffin of
bale in the coffin of
brail in the coffin of
braille in the coffin of
dail in the coffin of
dale in the coffin of
fail in the coffin of
faille in the coffin of
flail in the coffin of
frail in the coffin of
gael in the coffin of
gale in the coffin of
grail in the coffin of
hail in the coffin of
hale in the coffin of
jail in the coffin of
kail in the coffin of
kale in the coffin of
mail in the coffin of
male in the coffin of
pail in the coffin of
pale in the coffin of
quail in the coffin of
rail in the coffin of
sail in the coffin of
sale in the coffin of
scale in the coffin of
shale in the coffin of
snail in the coffin of
stale in the coffin of
tail in the coffin of
tale in the coffin of
trail in the coffin of
vale in the coffin of
veil in the coffin of
wail in the coffin of

wale in the coffin of
whale in the coffin of
yale in the coffin of
ail up
ale up
bail up
bale up
brail up
braille up
dail up
dale up
fail up
faille up
flail up
frail up
gael up
gale up
grail up
hail up
hale up
jail up
kail up
kale up
mail up
male up
pail up
pale up
quail up
rail up
sail up
sale up
scale up
shale up
snail up
stale up
tail up
tale up
trail up
vale up

veil up
wail up
wale up
whale up
yale up
aim in lights
blame in lights
came in lights
claim in lights
dame in lights
fame in lights
flame in lights
frame in lights
game in lights
lame in lights
maim in lights
same in lights
shame in lights
tame in lights
name in bites
name in cites
name in heights
name in nights
name in rights
name in sights
name in sites
name in tights
name in whites
aim is mud
blame is mud
came is mud
claim is mud
dame is mud
fame is mud
flame is mud
frame is mud
game is mud
lame is mud

maim is mud
same is mud
shame is mud
tame is mud
name is blood
name is bud
name is dud
name is flood
name is hud
name is rudd
name is scud
name is spud
name is stud
name is thud
aim names
blame names
came names
claim names
dame names
fame names
flame names
frame names
game names
lame names
maim names
same names
shame names
tame names
name aims
name ames
name claims
name flames
name frames
name games
name james
aim the day
blame the day
came the day

claim the day
dame the day
fame the day
flame the day
frame the day
game the day
lame the day
maim the day
same the day
shame the day
tame the day
name the bay
name the bey
name the brae
name the bray
name the ca
name the cache
name the cay
name the clay
name the da
name the dak
name the de
name the dray
name the fay
name the fe
name the fey
name the flay
name the fray
name the frey
name the ga
name the gay
name the gray
name the grey
name the ha
name the hay
name the hey
name the jay
name the kay
name the lay
name the lei

name the les
name the ley
name the mae
name the may
name the mei
name the nay
name the ne
name the neigh
name the ole
name the pay
name the paye
name the play
name the pray
name the prey
name the quay
name the ray
name the re
name the say
name the slay
name the sleigh
name the splay
name the spray
name the stay
name the stray
name the sway
name the tay
name the they
name the tray
name the trey
name the way
name the weigh
name the whey
name the yay
name the yea
arrow down
barrow down
faro down
farrow down
harrow down

marrow down
pharaoh down
sparrow down
taro down
narrow brown
narrow clown
narrow crown
narrow drown
narrow frown
narrow gown
narrow noun
narrow town
nature bop
nature chop
nature cop
nature crop
nature drop
nature flop
nature fop
nature hop
nature lop
nature mop
nature op
nature plop
nature pop
nature prop
nature scaup
nature shop
nature slop
nature sop
nature swap
nature top
nause bout
nause clout
nause doubt
nause drought
nause flout
nause gout

nause grout
nause knout
nause kraut
nause lout
nause pout
nause rout
nause route
nause scout
nause shout
nause snout
nause spout
nause sprout
nause stout
nause tout
nause trout
nearly all off chair
nearly ball off chair
nearly bawl off chair
nearly brawl off chair
nearly call off chair
nearly caul off chair
nearly crawl off chair
nearly dahl off chair
nearly dol off chair
nearly doll off chair
nearly drawl off chair
nearly gall off chair
nearly gaul off chair
nearly hall off chair
nearly haul off chair
nearly loll off chair
nearly mall off chair
nearly maul off chair
nearly mol off chair
nearly moll off chair
nearly molle off chair
nearly pall off chair
nearly paul off chair
nearly pol off chair

nearly saul off chair
nearly scrawl off chair
nearly shawl off chair
nearly small off chair
nearly sol off chair
nearly sprawl off chair
nearly squall off chair
nearly stall off chair
nearly tall off chair
nearly thrall off chair
nearly trawl off chair
nearly wal off chair
nearly wall off chair
nearly fall off air
nearly fall off bare
nearly fall off bear
nearly fall off blair
nearly fall off blare
nearly fall off care
nearly fall off claire
nearly fall off dare
nearly fall off err
nearly fall off fair
nearly fall off fare
nearly fall off flair
nearly fall off flare
nearly fall off glare
nearly fall off hair
nearly fall off hare
nearly fall off heir
nearly fall off herr
nearly fall off khmer
nearly fall off lair
nearly fall off mare
nearly fall off ne’er
nearly fall off pair
nearly fall off pare
nearly fall off pear
nearly fall off prayer
nearly fall off rare

nearly fall off scare
nearly fall off share
nearly fall off snare
nearly fall off spare
nearly fall off square
nearly fall off stair
nearly fall off stare
nearly fall off swear
nearly fall off tear
nearly fall off their
nearly fall off there
nearly fall off they’re
nearly fall off ware
nearly fall off wear
nearly fall off where
nearly bump out of skin
nearly chump out of skin
nearly clump out of skin
nearly crump out of skin
nearly dump out of skin
nearly flump out of skin
nearly frump out of skin
nearly grump out of skin
nearly gump out of skin
nearly hump out of skin
nearly lump out of skin
nearly plump out of skin
nearly pump out of skin
nearly rump out of skin
nearly slump out of skin
nearly stump out of skin
nearly sump out of skin
nearly thump out of skin
nearly trump out of skin
nearly jump bout of skin
nearly jump clout of skin
nearly jump doubt of skin
nearly jump drought of skin
nearly jump flout of skin

nearly jump gout of skin
nearly jump grout of skin
nearly jump knout of skin
nearly jump kraut of skin
nearly jump lout of skin
nearly jump pout of skin
nearly jump rout of skin
nearly jump route of skin
nearly jump scout of skin
nearly jump shout of skin
nearly jump snout of skin
nearly jump spout of skin
nearly jump sprout of skin
nearly jump stout of skin
nearly jump tout of skin
nearly jump trout of skin
nearly jump out of been
nearly jump out of bin
nearly jump out of chin
nearly jump out of din
nearly jump out of fin
nearly jump out of finn
nearly jump out of gin
nearly jump out of grin
nearly jump out of gwyn
nearly jump out of in
nearly jump out of inn
nearly jump out of kin
nearly jump out of lyn
nearly jump out of lynn
nearly jump out of min
nearly jump out of pin
nearly jump out of quin
nearly jump out of shin
nearly jump out of sin
nearly jump out of spin
nearly jump out of thin
nearly jump out of tin
nearly jump out of twin
nearly jump out of vin

nearly jump out of when
nearly jump out of win
beck with
check with
cheque with
czech with
dec with
deck with
fleck with
heck with
lek with
peck with
sec with
spec with
speck with
tec with
tech with
trek with
whelk with
wreck with
bead I say more?
bleed I say more?
breed I say more?
cede I say more?
creed I say more?
deed I say more?
feed I say more?
freed I say more?
fried I say more?
greed I say more?
he’d I say more?
heed I say more?
keyed I say more?
knead I say more?
lead I say more?
mead I say more?
plead I say more?
read I say more?

reed I say more?
reid I say more?
screed I say more?
seed I say more?
speed I say more?
steed I say more?
swede I say more?
treed I say more?
tweed I say more?
weed I say more?
need I bay more?
need I bey more?
need I brae more?
need I bray more?
need I ca more?
need I cache more?
need I cay more?
need I clay more?
need I da more?
need I dak more?
need I day more?
need I de more?
need I dray more?
need I fay more?
need I fe more?
need I fey more?
need I flay more?
need I fray more?
need I frey more?
need I ga more?
need I gay more?
need I gray more?
need I grey more?
need I ha more?
need I hay more?
need I hey more?
need I jay more?
need I kay more?
need I lay more?
need I lei more?

need I les more?
need I ley more?
need I mae more?
need I may more?
need I mei more?
need I nay more?
need I ne more?
need I neigh more?
need I ole more?
need I pay more?
need I paye more?
need I play more?
need I pray more?
need I prey more?
need I quay more?
need I ray more?
need I re more?
need I slay more?
need I sleigh more?
need I splay more?
need I spray more?
need I stay more?
need I stray more?
need I sway more?
need I tay more?
need I they more?
need I tray more?
need I trey more?
need I way more?
need I weigh more?
need I whey more?
need I yay more?
need I yea more?
need I say boar?
need I say boer?
need I say bore?
need I say chore?
need I say core?
need I say corps?
need I say crore?

need I say door?
need I say drawer?
need I say floor?
need I say for?
need I say fore?
need I say four?
need I say gore?
need I say hoar?
need I say lore?
need I say moore?
need I say nor?
need I say oar?
need I say or?
need I say ore?
need I say pore?
need I say pour?
need I say roar?
need I say score?
need I say shore?
need I say snore?
need I say soar?
need I say sore?
need I say spore?
need I say store?
need I say swore?
need I say thor?
need I say tor?
need I say tore?
need I say torr?
need I say war?
need I say whore?
need I say wore?
need I say yore?
need I say your?
bead yesterday
bleed yesterday
breed yesterday
cede yesterday
creed yesterday

deed yesterday
feed yesterday
freed yesterday
fried yesterday
greed yesterday
he’d yesterday
heed yesterday
keyed yesterday
knead yesterday
lead yesterday
mead yesterday
plead yesterday
read yesterday
reed yesterday
reid yesterday
screed yesterday
seed yesterday
speed yesterday
steed yesterday
swede yesterday
treed yesterday
tweed yesterday
weed yesterday
affect to do
bedecked to do
collect to do
confect to do
connect to do
correct to do
defect to do
deflect to do
deject to do
detect to do
direct to do
dissect to do
effect to do
eject to do
elect to do
erect to do

expect to do
infect to do
inject to do
inspect to do
object to do
perfect to do
project to do
protect to do
reflect to do
reject to do
respect to do
select to do
subject to do
suspect to do
unchecked to do
neglect to bleu
neglect to blew
neglect to blue
neglect to boo
neglect to brew
neglect to chew
neglect to chou
neglect to chough
neglect to clue
neglect to coo
neglect to coup
neglect to crew
neglect to cue
neglect to dew
neglect to doo
neglect to drew
neglect to du
neglect to due
neglect to ewe
neglect to few
neglect to flew
neglect to flu
neglect to flue
neglect to glue
neglect to gnu

neglect to goo
neglect to grew
neglect to hew
neglect to hue
neglect to hugh
neglect to jew
neglect to knew
neglect to ku
neglect to leu
neglect to lieu
neglect to loo
neglect to lou
neglect to lu
neglect to mew
neglect to moo
neglect to mu
neglect to new
neglect to nu
neglect to ooh
neglect to pew
neglect to pu
neglect to que
neglect to queue
neglect to roux
neglect to ru
neglect to rue
neglect to screw
neglect to shew
neglect to shoe
neglect to shoo
neglect to shrew
neglect to sioux
neglect to skew
neglect to slew
neglect to sough
neglect to spew
neglect to sprue
neglect to stew
neglect to strew
neglect to sue

neglect to threw
neglect to through
neglect to to
neglect to too
neglect to true
neglect to two
neglect to view
neglect to vu
neglect to whew
neglect to who
neglect to woo
neglect to wu
neglect to yew
neglect to you
neglect to yue
neglect to zoo
labor on
labour on
saber on
sabre on
tabor on
neither an I
neither ane I
neither ann I
neither anne I
neither ban I
neither bran I
neither cannes I
neither clan I
neither dan I
neither fan I
neither flan I
neither jan I
neither klan I
neither lan I
neither man I
neither mann I
neither pan I

neither plan I
neither quran I
neither ran I
neither san I
neither scan I
neither shan I
neither span I
neither stan I
neither tan I
neither than I
neither van I
neither buzz
neither fuzz
neither was
neither bier nor there
neither ear nor there
neither hear nor there
neither seer nor there
neither tier nor there
neither weir nor there
neither we’re nor there
neither here boar there
neither here boer there
neither here bore there
neither here chore there
neither here core there
neither here corps there
neither here crore there
neither here door there
neither here drawer there
neither here floor there
neither here for there
neither here fore there
neither here four there
neither here gore there
neither here hoar there
neither here lore there
neither here moore there

neither here more there
neither here oar there
neither here or there
neither here ore there
neither here pore there
neither here pour there
neither here roar there
neither here score there
neither here shore there
neither here snore there
neither here soar there
neither here sore there
neither here spore there
neither here store there
neither here swore there
neither here thor there
neither here tor there
neither here tore there
neither here torr there
neither here war there
neither here whore there
neither here wore there
neither here yore there
neither here your there
neither here nor air
neither here nor bare
neither here nor bear
neither here nor blair
neither here nor blare
neither here nor care
neither here nor chair
neither here nor claire
neither here nor dare
neither here nor err
neither here nor fair
neither here nor fare
neither here nor flair
neither here nor flare
neither here nor glare
neither here nor hair

neither here nor hare
neither here nor heir
neither here nor herr
neither here nor khmer
neither here nor lair
neither here nor mare
neither here nor ne’er
neither here nor pair
neither here nor pare
neither here nor pear
neither here nor prayer
neither here nor rare
neither here nor scare
neither here nor share
neither here nor snare
neither here nor spare
neither here nor square
neither here nor stair
neither here nor stare
neither here nor swear
neither here nor tear
neither here nor their
neither here nor they’re
neither here nor ware
neither here nor wear
neither here nor where
neither chime nor reason
neither chyme nor reason
neither climb nor reason
neither clime nor reason
neither crime nor reason
neither dime nor reason
neither grime nor reason
neither I’m nor reason
neither lime nor reason
neither mime nor reason
neither prime nor reason
neither slime nor reason
neither thyme nor reason

neither time nor reason
neither rhyme boar reason
neither rhyme boer reason
neither rhyme bore reason
neither rhyme chore reason
neither rhyme core reason
neither rhyme corps reason
neither rhyme crore reason
neither rhyme door reason
neither rhyme drawer reason
neither rhyme floor reason
neither rhyme for reason
neither rhyme fore reason
neither rhyme four reason
neither rhyme gore reason
neither rhyme hoar reason
neither rhyme lore reason
neither rhyme moore reason
neither rhyme more reason
neither rhyme oar reason
neither rhyme or reason
neither rhyme ore reason
neither rhyme pore reason
neither rhyme pour reason
neither rhyme roar reason
neither rhyme score reason
neither rhyme shore reason
neither rhyme snore reason
neither rhyme soar reason
neither rhyme sore reason
neither rhyme spore reason
neither rhyme store reason
neither rhyme swore reason
neither rhyme thor reason
neither rhyme tor reason
neither rhyme tore reason
neither rhyme torr reason
neither rhyme war reason
neither rhyme whore reason
neither rhyme wore reason

neither rhyme yore reason
neither rhyme your reason
neither rhyme nor season
neither rhyme nor treason
best together
blessed together
blest together
breast together
chest together
crest together
dressed together
fest together
guessed together
guest together
jest together
lest together
messed together
pest together
pressed together
quest together
rest together
stressed together
test together
vest together
west together
wrest together
zest together
nest bell heather
nest cold weather
nest fair weather
nest flight feather
nest ooze leather
nest sea feather
nest white feather
clever a dull moment
ever a dull moment
lever a dull moment
sever a dull moment

never a cul moment
never a cull moment
never a gull moment
never a hull moment
never a lull moment
never a mull moment
never a null moment
never a scull moment
never a skull moment
clever been better
ever been better
lever been better
sever been better
never bin better
never chin better
never din better
never fin better
never finn better
never gin better
never grin better
never gwyn better
never in better
never inn better
never kin better
never lyn better
never lynn better
never min better
never pin better
never quin better
never shin better
never sin better
never skin better
never spin better
never thin better
never tin better
never twin better
never vin better
never when better
never win better

never been bettor
never been debtor
never been fetter
never been letter
never been setter
never been sweater
clever darken door again
ever darken door again
lever darken door again
sever darken door again
never darken boar again
never darken boer again
never darken bore again
never darken chore again
never darken core again
never darken corps again
never darken crore again
never darken drawer again
never darken floor again
never darken for again
never darken fore again
never darken four again
never darken gore again
never darken hoar again
never darken lore again
never darken moore again
never darken more again
never darken nor again
never darken oar again
never darken or again
never darken ore again
never darken pore again
never darken pour again
never darken roar again
never darken score again
never darken shore again
never darken snore again
never darken soar again
never darken sore again

never darken spore again
never darken store again
never darken swore again
never darken thor again
never darken tor again
never darken tore again
never darken torr again
never darken war again
never darken whore again
never darken wore again
never darken yore again
never darken your again
never darken door abstain
never darken door air lane
never darken door amen
never darken door arcane
never darken door arraign
never darken door attain
never darken door bahrain
never darken door big ben
never darken door block plane
never darken door boat train
never darken door brain drain
never darken door branched chain
never darken door butane
never darken door campaign
never darken door cayenne
never darken door champagne
never darken door champaign
never darken door chest pain
never darken door cheyenne
never darken door chow mein
never darken door closed chain
never darken door cocaine
never darken door complain
never darken door constrain
never darken door contain
never darken door detain
never darken door disdain
never darken door domain

never darken door dumb cane
never darken door elaine
never darken door explain
never darken door fast lane
never darken door food chain
never darken door fort wayne
never darken door free rein
never darken door freight train
never darken door gas main
never darken door germane
never darken door great dane
never darken door heath hen
never darken door humane
never darken door hussein
never darken door inane
never darken door insane
never darken door jack plane
never darken door left brain
never darken door light pen
never darken door lorraine
never darken door maintain
never darken door marsh hen
never darken door moraine
never darken door mud hen
never darken door mundane
never darken door obtain
never darken door ordain
never darken door pertain
never darken door phnom penh
never darken door profane
never darken door pull chain
never darken door quill pen
never darken door refrain
never darken door regain
never darken door remain
never darken door restrain
never darken door retain
never darken door retrain
never darken door right brain
never darken door romaine

never darken door sea lane
never darken door sea pen
never darken door spokane
never darken door straight chain
never darken door sustain
never darken door sword cane
never darken door terrain
never darken door ukraine
never darken door urbane
never darken door wave train
never darken door wise men
clever fails
ever fails
lever fails
sever fails
never nails
never rails
never sails
never sales
never scales
never tails
never tales
never trails
never wales
never whales
clever had it so good
ever had it so good
lever had it so good
sever had it so good
never ad it so good
never add it so good
never bad it so good
never brad it so good
never cad it so good
never chad it so good
never clad it so good
never dad it so good
never fad it so good

never gad it so good
never glad it so good
never grad it so good
never lad it so good
never mad it so good
never nad it so good
never pad it so good
never plaid it so good
never rad it so good
never sad it so good
never scad it so good
never shad it so good
never tad it so good
never had it au good
never had it beau good
never had it blow good
never had it bo good
never had it bow good
never had it co good
never had it cro good
never had it crow good
never had it doe good
never had it doh good
never had it dough good
never had it floe good
never had it flow good
never had it foe good
never had it fro good
never had it glow good
never had it go good
never had it grow good
never had it ho good
never had it hoe good
never had it jo good
never had it joe good
never had it know good
never had it ko good
never had it lo good
never had it low good
never had it luo good

never had it mo good
never had it moe good
never had it mow good
never had it no good
never had it oh good
never had it owe good
never had it plough good
never had it po good
never had it pro good
never had it quo good
never had it rho good
never had it ro good
never had it roe good
never had it row good
never had it sew good
never had it show good
never had it sloe good
never had it slow good
never had it snow good
never had it sow good
never had it stow good
never had it tho good
never had it though good
never had it throe good
never had it throw good
never had it toe good
never had it tow good
never had it whoa good
never had it woe good
never had it yo good
never had it so could
never had it so hood
never had it so should
never had it so stood
never had it so wood
never had it so would
never had it so you’d
clever would have guessed
ever would have guessed

lever would have guessed
sever would have guessed
never could have guessed
never good have guessed
never hood have guessed
never should have guessed
never stood have guessed
never wood have guessed
never you’d have guessed
never would have best
never would have blessed
never would have blest
never would have breast
never would have chest
never would have crest
never would have dressed
never would have fest
never would have guest
never would have jest
never would have lest
never would have messed
never would have nest
never would have pest
never would have pressed
never would have quest
never would have rest
never would have stressed
never would have test
never would have vest
never would have west
never would have wrest
never would have zest
bleu kid on the block
blew kid on the block
blue kid on the block
boo kid on the block
brew kid on the block
chew kid on the block
chou kid on the block

chough kid on the block
clue kid on the block
coo kid on the block
coup kid on the block
crew kid on the block
cue kid on the block
dew kid on the block
do kid on the block
doo kid on the block
drew kid on the block
du kid on the block
due kid on the block
ewe kid on the block
few kid on the block
flew kid on the block
flu kid on the block
flue kid on the block
glue kid on the block
gnu kid on the block
goo kid on the block
grew kid on the block
hew kid on the block
hue kid on the block
hugh kid on the block
jew kid on the block
knew kid on the block
ku kid on the block
leu kid on the block
lieu kid on the block
loo kid on the block
lou kid on the block
lu kid on the block
mew kid on the block
moo kid on the block
mu kid on the block
nu kid on the block
ooh kid on the block
pew kid on the block
pu kid on the block
que kid on the block

queue kid on the block
roux kid on the block
ru kid on the block
rue kid on the block
screw kid on the block
shew kid on the block
shoe kid on the block
shoo kid on the block
shrew kid on the block
sioux kid on the block
skew kid on the block
slew kid on the block
sough kid on the block
spew kid on the block
sprue kid on the block
stew kid on the block
strew kid on the block
sue kid on the block
threw kid on the block
through kid on the block
to kid on the block
too kid on the block
true kid on the block
two kid on the block
view kid on the block
vu kid on the block
whew kid on the block
who kid on the block
woo kid on the block
wu kid on the block
yew kid on the block
you kid on the block
yue kid on the block
zoo kid on the block
new bid on the block
new did on the block
new grid on the block
new hid on the block
new id on the block
new kidd on the block

new lid on the block
new mid on the block
new quid on the block
new rid on the block
new sid on the block
new skid on the block
new slid on the block
new squid on the block
new kid on the bach
new kid on the balk
new kid on the baulk
new kid on the bloc
new kid on the bock
new kid on the brock
new kid on the calk
new kid on the caulk
new kid on the chalk
new kid on the chock
new kid on the clock
new kid on the crock
new kid on the doc
new kid on the dock
new kid on the floc
new kid on the flock
new kid on the frock
new kid on the gawk
new kid on the hawk
new kid on the hoc
new kid on the hock
new kid on the jock
new kid on the knock
new kid on the loch
new kid on the lock
new kid on the locke
new kid on the mock
new kid on the nock
new kid on the pock
new kid on the roc
new kid on the rock
new kid on the sauk

new kid on the schlock
new kid on the shock
new kid on the smock
new kid on the sock
new kid on the squawk
new kid on the stalk
new kid on the stock
new kid on the talk
new kid on the walk
new kid on the wok
bleu lease on life
blew lease on life
blue lease on life
boo lease on life
brew lease on life
chew lease on life
chou lease on life
chough lease on life
clue lease on life
coo lease on life
coup lease on life
crew lease on life
cue lease on life
dew lease on life
do lease on life
doo lease on life
drew lease on life
du lease on life
due lease on life
ewe lease on life
few lease on life
flew lease on life
flu lease on life
flue lease on life
glue lease on life
gnu lease on life
goo lease on life
grew lease on life
hew lease on life

hue lease on life
hugh lease on life
jew lease on life
knew lease on life
ku lease on life
leu lease on life
lieu lease on life
loo lease on life
lou lease on life
lu lease on life
mew lease on life
moo lease on life
mu lease on life
nu lease on life
ooh lease on life
pew lease on life
pu lease on life
que lease on life
queue lease on life
roux lease on life
ru lease on life
rue lease on life
screw lease on life
shew lease on life
shoe lease on life
shoo lease on life
shrew lease on life
sioux lease on life
skew lease on life
slew lease on life
sough lease on life
spew lease on life
sprue lease on life
stew lease on life
strew lease on life
sue lease on life
threw lease on life
through lease on life
to lease on life
too lease on life

true lease on life
two lease on life
view lease on life
vu lease on life
whew lease on life
who lease on life
woo lease on life
wu lease on life
yew lease on life
you lease on life
yue lease on life
zoo lease on life
new cease on life
new crease on life
new fleece on life
new geese on life
new grease on life
new greece on life
new nice on life
new niece on life
new peace on life
new piece on life
new suisse on life
new lease on fife
new lease on knife
new lease on rife
new lease on strife
new lease on wife
bleu to this
blew to this
blue to this
boo to this
brew to this
chew to this
chou to this
chough to this
clue to this
coo to this
coup to this

crew to this
cue to this
dew to this
do to this
doo to this
drew to this
du to this
due to this
ewe to this
few to this
flew to this
flu to this
flue to this
glue to this
gnu to this
goo to this
grew to this
hew to this
hue to this
hugh to this
jew to this
knew to this
ku to this
leu to this
lieu to this
loo to this
lou to this
lu to this
mew to this
moo to this
mu to this
nu to this
ooh to this
pew to this
pu to this
que to this
queue to this
roux to this
ru to this
rue to this

screw to this
shew to this
shoe to this
shoo to this
shrew to this
sioux to this
skew to this
slew to this
sough to this
spew to this
sprue to this
stew to this
strew to this
sue to this
threw to this
through to this
to to this
too to this
true to this
two to this
view to this
vu to this
whew to this
who to this
woo to this
wu to this
yew to this
you to this
yue to this
zoo to this
new to bliss
new to chris
new to dis
new to hiss
new to kiss
new to mis
new to miss
new to piss
new to sis
new to suisse

new to swiss
new to vis
blues to
booze to
bruise to
choose to
cruise to
cruse to
cruz to
cues to
dues to
fuse to
hughes to
jews to
lose to
meuse to
moos to
muse to
ooze to
ruse to
screws to
shmooze to
shoes to
snooze to
trews to
use to
views to
who’s to
whose to
cease guys finish last
crease guys finish last
dice guys finish last
fleece guys finish last
geese guys finish last
gneiss guys finish last
grease guys finish last
greece guys finish last
ice guys finish last

lease guys finish last
mice guys finish last
niece guys finish last
peace guys finish last
piece guys finish last
price guys finish last
rice guys finish last
slice guys finish last
spice guys finish last
splice guys finish last
suisse guys finish last
trice guys finish last
twice guys finish last
vice guys finish last
vise guys finish last
nice bise finish last
nice cries finish last
nice dies finish last
nice eyes finish last
nice flies finish last
nice fries finish last
nice guise finish last
nice highs finish last
nice lies finish last
nice pies finish last
nice prise finish last
nice prize finish last
nice rise finish last
nice size finish last
nice skies finish last
nice spies finish last
nice ties finish last
nice tries finish last
nice wise finish last
nice guys finish asked
nice guys finish ass
nice guys finish bass
nice guys finish bast
nice guys finish blast
nice guys finish brass

nice guys finish casque
nice guys finish cast
nice guys finish caste
nice guys finish chasse
nice guys finish class
nice guys finish cost
nice guys finish crossed
nice guys finish das
nice guys finish fast
nice guys finish frost
nice guys finish gas
nice guys finish glass
nice guys finish glassed
nice guys finish gras
nice guys finish grass
nice guys finish kvass
nice guys finish lass
nice guys finish lost
nice guys finish mass
nice guys finish masse
nice guys finish massed
nice guys finish mast
nice guys finish nast
nice guys finish pass
nice guys finish passed
nice guys finish past
nice guys finish sass
nice guys finish tasse
nice guys finish tossed
nice guys finish vast
nice guys finish wrasse
cease place you have here
crease place you have here
dice place you have here
fleece place you have here
geese place you have here
gneiss place you have here
grease place you have here
greece place you have here

ice place you have here
lease place you have here
mice place you have here
niece place you have here
peace place you have here
piece place you have here
price place you have here
rice place you have here
slice place you have here
spice place you have here
splice place you have here
suisse place you have here
trice place you have here
twice place you have here
vice place you have here
vise place you have here
nice ace you have here
nice base you have here
nice bass you have here
nice brace you have here
nice case you have here
nice chase you have here
nice dace you have here
nice face you have here
nice glace you have here
nice grace you have here
nice lace you have here
nice mace you have here
nice pace you have here
nice race you have here
nice space you have here
nice thrace you have here
nice trace you have here
nice vase you have here
nice place you have bier
nice place you have ear
nice place you have hear
nice place you have seer
nice place you have tier
nice place you have weir

nice place you have we’re
cease to meet you
crease to meet you
dice to meet you
fleece to meet you
geese to meet you
gneiss to meet you
grease to meet you
greece to meet you
ice to meet you
lease to meet you
mice to meet you
niece to meet you
peace to meet you
piece to meet you
price to meet you
rice to meet you
slice to meet you
spice to meet you
splice to meet you
suisse to meet you
trice to meet you
twice to meet you
vice to meet you
vise to meet you
nice to beat you
nice to beet you
nice to bleat you
nice to cheat you
nice to cleat you
nice to crete you
nice to eat you
nice to feat you
nice to feet you
nice to fleet you
nice to gleet you
nice to greet you
nice to heat you
nice to meat you

nice to neat you
nice to peat you
nice to pete you
nice to pleat you
nice to seat you
nice to sheet you
nice to skeet you
nice to sleet you
nice to street you
nice to suite you
nice to sweet you
nice to teat you
nice to treat you
nice to tweet you
nice to wheat you
brickle and dime
fickle and dime
mickle and dime
pickle and dime
sickle and dime
stickle and dime
tickle and dime
trickle and dime
nickel and chime
nickel and chyme
nickel and climb
nickel and clime
nickel and crime
nickel and grime
nickel and I’m
nickel and lime
nickel and mime
nickel and prime
nickel and rhyme
nickel and slime
nickel and thyme
nickel and time
bight owl

bite owl
blight owl
bright owl
byte owl
cite owl
dwight owl
fight owl
flight owl
fright owl
height owl
kite owl
knight owl
light owl
lite owl
might owl
mite owl
plight owl
quite owl
right owl
rite owl
sight owl
site owl
sleight owl
slight owl
smite owl
spite owl
sprite owl
tight owl
trite owl
white owl
wight owl
wright owl
write owl
night cowl
night foul
night fowl
night growl
night howl
night jowl
night prowl

night scowl
brine-to-five job
chine-to-five job
dine-to-five job
fine-to-five job
jain-to-five job
klein-to-five job
kline-to-five job
line-to-five job
mine-to-five job
pine-to-five job
quine-to-five job
rhein-to-five job
rhine-to-five job
shine-to-five job
shrine-to-five job
sign-to-five job
sine-to-five job
spine-to-five job
spline-to-five job
stein-to-five job
swine-to-five job
tine-to-five job
trine-to-five job
twine-to-five job
tyne-to-five job
vine-to-five job
whine-to-five job
wine-to-five job
nine-to-chive job
nine-to-dive job
nine-to-drive job
nine-to-hive job
nine-to-I’ve job
nine-to-jive job
nine-to-live job
nine-to-shrive job
nine-to-skive job
nine-to-strive job

nine-to-thrive job
nine-to-five blob
nine-to-five bob
nine-to-five cob
nine-to-five cobb
nine-to-five daub
nine-to-five fob
nine-to-five glob
nine-to-five globe
nine-to-five gob
nine-to-five hob
nine-to-five knob
nine-to-five lob
nine-to-five lobe
nine-to-five mob
nine-to-five probe
nine-to-five rob
nine-to-five robe
nine-to-five slob
nine-to-five snob
nine-to-five sob
nine-to-five strobe
nine-to-five swab
nine-to-five throb
blip and tuck
chip and tuck
clip and tuck
dip and tuck
drip and tuck
flip and tuck
grip and tuck
grippe and tuck
gyp and tuck
hip and tuck
kip and tuck
lip and tuck
pip and tuck
quip and tuck
rip and tuck

scrip and tuck
ship and tuck
sip and tuck
skip and tuck
slip and tuck
snip and tuck
strip and tuck
tcp/ip and tuck
tip and tuck
trip and tuck
whip and tuck
yip and tuck
zip and tuck
nip and buck
nip and chuck
nip and cluck
nip and duck
nip and guck
nip and huck
nip and luck
nip and muck
nip and pluck
nip and puck
nip and ruck
nip and schmuck
nip and shuck
nip and struck
nip and stuck
nip and suck
nip and truck
blip in the air
chip in the air
clip in the air
dip in the air
drip in the air
flip in the air
grip in the air
grippe in the air
gyp in the air

hip in the air
kip in the air
lip in the air
pip in the air
quip in the air
rip in the air
scrip in the air
ship in the air
sip in the air
skip in the air
slip in the air
snip in the air
strip in the air
tcp/ip in the air
tip in the air
trip in the air
whip in the air
yip in the air
zip in the air
nip in the bare
nip in the bear
nip in the blair
nip in the blare
nip in the care
nip in the chair
nip in the claire
nip in the dare
nip in the err
nip in the fair
nip in the fare
nip in the flair
nip in the flare
nip in the glare
nip in the hair
nip in the hare
nip in the heir
nip in the herr
nip in the khmer
nip in the lair
nip in the mare

nip in the ne’er
nip in the pair
nip in the pare
nip in the pear
nip in the prayer
nip in the rare
nip in the scare
nip in the share
nip in the snare
nip in the spare
nip in the square
nip in the stair
nip in the stare
nip in the swear
nip in the tear
nip in the their
nip in the there
nip in the they’re
nip in the ware
nip in the wear
nip in the where
blip in the bud
chip in the bud
clip in the bud
dip in the bud
drip in the bud
flip in the bud
grip in the bud
grippe in the bud
gyp in the bud
hip in the bud
kip in the bud
lip in the bud
pip in the bud
quip in the bud
rip in the bud
scrip in the bud
ship in the bud
sip in the bud

skip in the bud
slip in the bud
snip in the bud
strip in the bud
tcp/ip in the bud
tip in the bud
trip in the bud
whip in the bud
yip in the bud
zip in the bud
nip in the blood
nip in the dud
nip in the flood
nip in the hud
nip in the mud
nip in the rudd
nip in the scud
nip in the spud
nip in the stud
nip in the thud
au doubt about it
beau doubt about it
blow doubt about it
bo doubt about it
bow doubt about it
co doubt about it
cro doubt about it
crow doubt about it
doe doubt about it
doh doubt about it
dough doubt about it
floe doubt about it
flow doubt about it
foe doubt about it
fro doubt about it
glow doubt about it
go doubt about it
grow doubt about it
ho doubt about it

hoe doubt about it
jo doubt about it
joe doubt about it
know doubt about it
ko doubt about it
lo doubt about it
low doubt about it
luo doubt about it
mo doubt about it
moe doubt about it
mow doubt about it
oh doubt about it
owe doubt about it
plough doubt about it
po doubt about it
pro doubt about it
quo doubt about it
rho doubt about it
ro doubt about it
roe doubt about it
row doubt about it
sew doubt about it
show doubt about it
sloe doubt about it
slow doubt about it
snow doubt about it
so doubt about it
sow doubt about it
stow doubt about it
tho doubt about it
though doubt about it
throe doubt about it
throw doubt about it
toe doubt about it
tow doubt about it
whoa doubt about it
woe doubt about it
yo doubt about it
no bout about it
no clout about it

no drought about it
no flout about it
no gout about it
no grout about it
no knout about it
no kraut about it
no lout about it
no out about it
no pout about it
no rout about it
no route about it
no scout about it
no shout about it
no snout about it
no spout about it
no sprout about it
no stout about it
no tout about it
no trout about it
au end
beau end
blow end
bo end
bow end
co end
cro end
crow end
doe end
doh end
dough end
floe end
flow end
foe end
fro end
glow end
go end
grow end
ho end
hoe end

jo end
joe end
know end
ko end
lo end
low end
luo end
mo end
moe end
mow end
oh end
owe end
plough end
po end
pro end
quo end
rho end
ro end
roe end
row end
sew end
show end
sloe end
slow end
snow end
so end
sow end
stow end
tho end
though end
throe end
throw end
toe end
tow end
whoa end
woe end
yo end
no bend
no blend
no blende

no fend
no friend
no lend
no mend
no penned
no scend
no send
no spend
no tend
no trend
no wend
au end in sight
beau end in sight
blow end in sight
bo end in sight
bow end in sight
co end in sight
cro end in sight
crow end in sight
doe end in sight
doh end in sight
dough end in sight
floe end in sight
flow end in sight
foe end in sight
fro end in sight
glow end in sight
go end in sight
grow end in sight
ho end in sight
hoe end in sight
jo end in sight
joe end in sight
know end in sight
ko end in sight
lo end in sight
low end in sight
luo end in sight
mo end in sight

moe end in sight
mow end in sight
oh end in sight
owe end in sight
plough end in sight
po end in sight
pro end in sight
quo end in sight
rho end in sight
ro end in sight
roe end in sight
row end in sight
sew end in sight
show end in sight
sloe end in sight
slow end in sight
snow end in sight
so end in sight
sow end in sight
stow end in sight
tho end in sight
though end in sight
throe end in sight
throw end in sight
toe end in sight
tow end in sight
whoa end in sight
woe end in sight
yo end in sight
no bend in sight
no blend in sight
no blende in sight
no fend in sight
no friend in sight
no lend in sight
no mend in sight
no penned in sight
no scend in sight
no send in sight
no spend in sight

no tend in sight
no trend in sight
no wend in sight
no end in bight
no end in bite
no end in blight
no end in bright
no end in byte
no end in cite
no end in dwight
no end in fight
no end in flight
no end in fright
no end in height
no end in kite
no end in knight
no end in light
no end in lite
no end in might
no end in mite
no end in night
no end in plight
no end in quite
no end in right
no end in rite
no end in site
no end in sleight
no end in slight
no end in smite
no end in spite
no end in sprite
no end in tight
no end in trite
no end in white
no end in wight
no end in wright
no end in write
au good
beau good

blow good
bo good
bow good
co good
cro good
crow good
doe good
doh good
dough good
floe good
flow good
foe good
fro good
glow good
go good
grow good
ho good
hoe good
jo good
joe good
know good
ko good
lo good
low good
luo good
mo good
moe good
mow good
oh good
owe good
plough good
po good
pro good
quo good
rho good
ro good
roe good
row good
sew good
show good

sloe good
slow good
snow good
so good
sow good
stow good
tho good
though good
throe good
throw good
toe good
tow good
whoa good
woe good
yo good
no could
no hood
no should
no stood
no wood
no would
no you’d
au hard and fast rules
beau hard and fast rules
blow hard and fast rules
bo hard and fast rules
bow hard and fast rules
co hard and fast rules
cro hard and fast rules
crow hard and fast rules
doe hard and fast rules
doh hard and fast rules
dough hard and fast rules
floe hard and fast rules
flow hard and fast rules
foe hard and fast rules
fro hard and fast rules
glow hard and fast rules
go hard and fast rules

grow hard and fast rules
ho hard and fast rules
hoe hard and fast rules
jo hard and fast rules
joe hard and fast rules
know hard and fast rules
ko hard and fast rules
lo hard and fast rules
low hard and fast rules
luo hard and fast rules
mo hard and fast rules
moe hard and fast rules
mow hard and fast rules
oh hard and fast rules
owe hard and fast rules
plough hard and fast rules
po hard and fast rules
pro hard and fast rules
quo hard and fast rules
rho hard and fast rules
ro hard and fast rules
roe hard and fast rules
row hard and fast rules
sew hard and fast rules
show hard and fast rules
sloe hard and fast rules
slow hard and fast rules
snow hard and fast rules
so hard and fast rules
sow hard and fast rules
stow hard and fast rules
tho hard and fast rules
though hard and fast rules
throe hard and fast rules
throw hard and fast rules
toe hard and fast rules
tow hard and fast rules
whoa hard and fast rules
woe hard and fast rules
yo hard and fast rules

no bard and fast rules
no barred and fast rules
no card and fast rules
no chard and fast rules
no charred and fast rules
no guard and fast rules
no lard and fast rules
no marred and fast rules
no nard and fast rules
no scarred and fast rules
no shard and fast rules
no starred and fast rules
no yard and fast rules
no hard and asked rules
no hard and bast rules
no hard and blast rules
no hard and cast rules
no hard and caste rules
no hard and glassed rules
no hard and last rules
no hard and massed rules
no hard and mast rules
no hard and nast rules
no hard and passed rules
no hard and past rules
no hard and vast rules
no hard and fast fools
no hard and fast mules
no hard and fast schools
no hard and fast tools
au hard feelings
beau hard feelings
blow hard feelings
bo hard feelings
bow hard feelings
co hard feelings
cro hard feelings
crow hard feelings
doe hard feelings

doh hard feelings
dough hard feelings
floe hard feelings
flow hard feelings
foe hard feelings
fro hard feelings
glow hard feelings
go hard feelings
grow hard feelings
ho hard feelings
hoe hard feelings
jo hard feelings
joe hard feelings
know hard feelings
ko hard feelings
lo hard feelings
low hard feelings
luo hard feelings
mo hard feelings
moe hard feelings
mow hard feelings
oh hard feelings
owe hard feelings
plough hard feelings
po hard feelings
pro hard feelings
quo hard feelings
rho hard feelings
ro hard feelings
roe hard feelings
row hard feelings
sew hard feelings
show hard feelings
sloe hard feelings
slow hard feelings
snow hard feelings
so hard feelings
sow hard feelings
stow hard feelings
tho hard feelings

though hard feelings
throe hard feelings
throw hard feelings
toe hard feelings
tow hard feelings
whoa hard feelings
woe hard feelings
yo hard feelings
no bard feelings
no barred feelings
no card feelings
no chard feelings
no charred feelings
no guard feelings
no lard feelings
no marred feelings
no nard feelings
no scarred feelings
no shard feelings
no starred feelings
no yard feelings
au ifs and buts
beau ifs and buts
blow ifs and buts
bo ifs and buts
bow ifs and buts
co ifs and buts
cro ifs and buts
crow ifs and buts
doe ifs and buts
doh ifs and buts
dough ifs and buts
floe ifs and buts
flow ifs and buts
foe ifs and buts
fro ifs and buts
glow ifs and buts
go ifs and buts
grow ifs and buts

ho ifs and buts
hoe ifs and buts
jo ifs and buts
joe ifs and buts
know ifs and buts
ko ifs and buts
lo ifs and buts
low ifs and buts
luo ifs and buts
mo ifs and buts
moe ifs and buts
mow ifs and buts
oh ifs and buts
owe ifs and buts
plough ifs and buts
po ifs and buts
pro ifs and buts
quo ifs and buts
rho ifs and buts
ro ifs and buts
roe ifs and buts
row ifs and buts
sew ifs and buts
show ifs and buts
sloe ifs and buts
slow ifs and buts
snow ifs and buts
so ifs and buts
sow ifs and buts
stow ifs and buts
tho ifs and buts
though ifs and buts
throe ifs and buts
throw ifs and buts
toe ifs and buts
tow ifs and buts
whoa ifs and buts
woe ifs and buts
yo ifs and buts
no ifs and butts

no ifs and cuts
no ifs and guts
no ifs and klutz
no ifs and nuts
au joke
beau joke
blow joke
bo joke
bow joke
co joke
cro joke
crow joke
doe joke
doh joke
dough joke
floe joke
flow joke
foe joke
fro joke
glow joke
go joke
grow joke
ho joke
hoe joke
jo joke
joe joke
know joke
ko joke
lo joke
low joke
luo joke
mo joke
moe joke
mow joke
oh joke
owe joke
plough joke
po joke
pro joke

quo joke
rho joke
ro joke
roe joke
row joke
sew joke
show joke
sloe joke
slow joke
snow joke
so joke
sow joke
stow joke
tho joke
though joke
throe joke
throw joke
toe joke
tow joke
whoa joke
woe joke
yo joke
no bloke
no broke
no choke
no cloak
no coke
no croak
no folk
no koch
no moke
no oak
no poke
no polk
no smoke
no soak
no spoke
no stoke
no stroke
no woke

no yoke
no yolk
au kidding!
beau kidding!
blow kidding!
bo kidding!
bow kidding!
co kidding!
cro kidding!
crow kidding!
doe kidding!
doh kidding!
dough kidding!
floe kidding!
flow kidding!
foe kidding!
fro kidding!
glow kidding!
go kidding!
grow kidding!
ho kidding!
hoe kidding!
jo kidding!
joe kidding!
know kidding!
ko kidding!
lo kidding!
low kidding!
luo kidding!
mo kidding!
moe kidding!
mow kidding!
oh kidding!
owe kidding!
plough kidding!
po kidding!
pro kidding!
quo kidding!
rho kidding!

ro kidding!
roe kidding!
row kidding!
sew kidding!
show kidding!
sloe kidding!
slow kidding!
snow kidding!
so kidding!
sow kidding!
stow kidding!
tho kidding!
though kidding!
throe kidding!
throw kidding!
toe kidding!
tow kidding!
whoa kidding!
woe kidding!
yo kidding!
au less
beau less
blow less
bo less
bow less
co less
cro less
crow less
doe less
doh less
dough less
floe less
flow less
foe less
fro less
glow less
go less
grow less
ho less

hoe less
jo less
joe less
know less
ko less
lo less
low less
luo less
mo less
moe less
mow less
oh less
owe less
plough less
po less
pro less
quo less
rho less
ro less
roe less
row less
sew less
show less
sloe less
slow less
snow less
so less
sow less
stow less
tho less
though less
throe less
throw less
toe less
tow less
whoa less
woe less
yo less
no bless
no chess

no cress
no dress
no ers
no es
no fess
no fesse
no guess
no hess
no ins
no jess
no las
no les
no mess
no ness
no press
no stress
no tress
no us
no wes
no yes
au lie?
beau lie?
blow lie?
bo lie?
bow lie?
co lie?
cro lie?
crow lie?
doe lie?
doh lie?
dough lie?
floe lie?
flow lie?
foe lie?
fro lie?
glow lie?
go lie?
grow lie?
ho lie?

hoe lie?
jo lie?
joe lie?
know lie?
ko lie?
lo lie?
low lie?
luo lie?
mo lie?
moe lie?
mow lie?
oh lie?
owe lie?
plough lie?
po lie?
pro lie?
quo lie?
rho lie?
ro lie?
roe lie?
row lie?
sew lie?
show lie?
sloe lie?
slow lie?
snow lie?
so lie?
sow lie?
stow lie?
tho lie?
though lie?
throe lie?
throw lie?
toe lie?
tow lie?
whoa lie?
woe lie?
yo lie?
no ai?
no aye?

no bi?
no buy?
no by?
no bye?
no chi?
no cry?
no di?
no die?
no dry?
no dye?
no eye?
no fly?
no fry?
no guy?
no hi?
no high?
no ly?
no lye?
no mei?
no my?
no nigh?
no phi?
no pi?
no pie?
no ply?
no pry?
no psi?
no rye?
no shy?
no sigh?
no sky?
no sly?
no spry?
no spy?
no sri?
no sty?
no tai?
no thai?
no thigh?
no thy?

no tie?
no tri?
no try?
no vi?
no vie?
no why?
no wry?
au love lost
beau love lost
blow love lost
bo love lost
bow love lost
co love lost
cro love lost
crow love lost
doe love lost
doh love lost
dough love lost
floe love lost
flow love lost
foe love lost
fro love lost
glow love lost
go love lost
grow love lost
ho love lost
hoe love lost
jo love lost
joe love lost
know love lost
ko love lost
lo love lost
low love lost
luo love lost
mo love lost
moe love lost
mow love lost
oh love lost
owe love lost

plough love lost
po love lost
pro love lost
quo love lost
rho love lost
ro love lost
roe love lost
row love lost
sew love lost
show love lost
sloe love lost
slow love lost
snow love lost
so love lost
sow love lost
stow love lost
tho love lost
though love lost
throe love lost
throw love lost
toe love lost
tow love lost
whoa love lost
woe love lost
yo love lost
no dove lost
no glove lost
no of lost
no shove lost
no love cost
no love crossed
no love frost
no love last
no love tossed
au love lost between
beau love lost between
blow love lost between
bo love lost between
bow love lost between

co love lost between
cro love lost between
crow love lost between
doe love lost between
doh love lost between
dough love lost between
floe love lost between
flow love lost between
foe love lost between
fro love lost between
glow love lost between
go love lost between
grow love lost between
ho love lost between
hoe love lost between
jo love lost between
joe love lost between
know love lost between
ko love lost between
lo love lost between
low love lost between
luo love lost between
mo love lost between
moe love lost between
mow love lost between
oh love lost between
owe love lost between
plough love lost between
po love lost between
pro love lost between
quo love lost between
rho love lost between
ro love lost between
roe love lost between
row love lost between
sew love lost between
show love lost between
sloe love lost between
slow love lost between
snow love lost between

so love lost between
sow love lost between
stow love lost between
tho love lost between
though love lost between
throe love lost between
throw love lost between
toe love lost between
tow love lost between
whoa love lost between
woe love lost between
yo love lost between
no dove lost between
no glove lost between
no of lost between
no shove lost between
no love cost between
no love crossed between
no love frost between
no love last between
no love tossed between
au matter what
beau matter what
blow matter what
bo matter what
bow matter what
co matter what
cro matter what
crow matter what
doe matter what
doh matter what
dough matter what
floe matter what
flow matter what
foe matter what
fro matter what
glow matter what
go matter what
grow matter what

ho matter what
hoe matter what
jo matter what
joe matter what
know matter what
ko matter what
lo matter what
low matter what
luo matter what
mo matter what
moe matter what
mow matter what
oh matter what
owe matter what
plough matter what
po matter what
pro matter what
quo matter what
rho matter what
ro matter what
roe matter what
row matter what
sew matter what
show matter what
sloe matter what
slow matter what
snow matter what
so matter what
sow matter what
stow matter what
tho matter what
though matter what
throe matter what
throw matter what
toe matter what
tow matter what
whoa matter what
woe matter what
yo matter what
no attar what

no batter what
no chatter what
no clatter what
no flatter what
no hatter what
no latter what
no mater what
no natter what
no patter what
no platter what
no scatter what
no shatter what
no smatter what
no spatter what
no splatter what
no tatar what
no tatter what
no matter but
no matter butt
no matter cut
no matter glut
no matter gut
no matter hut
no matter jut
no matter mutt
no matter nut
no matter putt
no matter rut
no matter shut
no matter smut
no matter strut
au need
beau need
blow need
bo need
bow need
co need
cro need
crow need

doe need
doh need
dough need
floe need
flow need
foe need
fro need
glow need
go need
grow need
ho need
hoe need
jo need
joe need
know need
ko need
lo need
low need
luo need
mo need
moe need
mow need
oh need
owe need
plough need
po need
pro need
quo need
rho need
ro need
roe need
row need
sew need
show need
sloe need
slow need
snow need
so need
sow need
stow need

tho need
though need
throe need
throw need
toe need
tow need
whoa need
woe need
yo need
no bead
no bleed
no breed
no cede
no creed
no deed
no feed
no freed
no fried
no greed
no he’d
no heed
no keyed
no knead
no lead
no mead
no plead
no read
no reed
no reid
no screed
no seed
no speed
no steed
no swede
no treed
no tweed
no weed
au offense
beau offense

blow offense
bo offense
bow offense
co offense
cro offense
crow offense
doe offense
doh offense
dough offense
floe offense
flow offense
foe offense
fro offense
glow offense
go offense
grow offense
ho offense
hoe offense
jo offense
joe offense
know offense
ko offense
lo offense
low offense
luo offense
mo offense
moe offense
mow offense
oh offense
owe offense
plough offense
po offense
pro offense
quo offense
rho offense
ro offense
roe offense
row offense
sew offense
show offense

sloe offense
slow offense
snow offense
so offense
sow offense
stow offense
tho offense
though offense
throe offense
throw offense
toe offense
tow offense
whoa offense
woe offense
yo offense
no commence
no condense
no defence
no defense
no dispense
no expense
no horse sense
no immense
no incense
no intense
no past tense
no pretense
no sixth sense
no sunk fence
no suspense
au rhyme or reason
beau rhyme or reason
blow rhyme or reason
bo rhyme or reason
bow rhyme or reason
co rhyme or reason
cro rhyme or reason
crow rhyme or reason
doe rhyme or reason

doh rhyme or reason
dough rhyme or reason
floe rhyme or reason
flow rhyme or reason
foe rhyme or reason
fro rhyme or reason
glow rhyme or reason
go rhyme or reason
grow rhyme or reason
ho rhyme or reason
hoe rhyme or reason
jo rhyme or reason
joe rhyme or reason
know rhyme or reason
ko rhyme or reason
lo rhyme or reason
low rhyme or reason
luo rhyme or reason
mo rhyme or reason
moe rhyme or reason
mow rhyme or reason
oh rhyme or reason
owe rhyme or reason
plough rhyme or reason
po rhyme or reason
pro rhyme or reason
quo rhyme or reason
rho rhyme or reason
ro rhyme or reason
roe rhyme or reason
row rhyme or reason
sew rhyme or reason
show rhyme or reason
sloe rhyme or reason
slow rhyme or reason
snow rhyme or reason
so rhyme or reason
sow rhyme or reason
stow rhyme or reason
tho rhyme or reason

though rhyme or reason
throe rhyme or reason
throw rhyme or reason
toe rhyme or reason
tow rhyme or reason
whoa rhyme or reason
woe rhyme or reason
yo rhyme or reason
no chime or reason
no chyme or reason
no climb or reason
no clime or reason
no crime or reason
no dime or reason
no grime or reason
no I’m or reason
no lime or reason
no mime or reason
no prime or reason
no slime or reason
no thyme or reason
no time or reason
no rhyme or season
no rhyme or treason
au sale
beau sale
blow sale
bo sale
bow sale
co sale
cro sale
crow sale
doe sale
doh sale
dough sale
floe sale
flow sale
foe sale
fro sale

glow sale
go sale
grow sale
ho sale
hoe sale
jo sale
joe sale
know sale
ko sale
lo sale
low sale
luo sale
mo sale
moe sale
mow sale
oh sale
owe sale
plough sale
po sale
pro sale
quo sale
rho sale
ro sale
roe sale
row sale
sew sale
show sale
sloe sale
slow sale
snow sale
so sale
sow sale
stow sale
tho sale
though sale
throe sale
throw sale
toe sale
tow sale
whoa sale

woe sale
yo sale
no ail
no ale
no bail
no bale
no brail
no braille
no dail
no dale
no fail
no faille
no flail
no frail
no gael
no gale
no grail
no hail
no hale
no jail
no kail
no kale
no mail
no male
no nail
no pail
no pale
no quail
no rail
no sail
no scale
no shale
no snail
no stale
no tail
no tale
no trail
no vale
no veil
no wail

no wale
no whale
no yale
au shit
beau shit
blow shit
bo shit
bow shit
co shit
cro shit
crow shit
doe shit
doh shit
dough shit
floe shit
flow shit
foe shit
fro shit
glow shit
go shit
grow shit
ho shit
hoe shit
jo shit
joe shit
know shit
ko shit
lo shit
low shit
luo shit
mo shit
moe shit
mow shit
oh shit
owe shit
plough shit
po shit
pro shit
quo shit

rho shit
ro shit
roe shit
row shit
sew shit
show shit
sloe shit
slow shit
snow shit
so shit
sow shit
stow shit
tho shit
though shit
throe shit
throw shit
toe shit
tow shit
whoa shit
woe shit
yo shit
no bit
no brit
no britt
no chit
no fit
no flit
no get
no grit
no hit
no it
no kit
no knit
no lit
no mitt
no nit
no pit
no pitt
no quit
no schmidt

no sit
no skit
no slit
no spit
no split
no sprit
no whit
no wit
no witt
no writ
au siree!
beau siree!
blow siree!
bo siree!
bow siree!
co siree!
cro siree!
crow siree!
doe siree!
doh siree!
dough siree!
floe siree!
flow siree!
foe siree!
fro siree!
glow siree!
go siree!
grow siree!
ho siree!
hoe siree!
jo siree!
joe siree!
know siree!
ko siree!
lo siree!
low siree!
luo siree!
mo siree!
moe siree!

mow siree!
oh siree!
owe siree!
plough siree!
po siree!
pro siree!
quo siree!
rho siree!
ro siree!
roe siree!
row siree!
sew siree!
show siree!
sloe siree!
slow siree!
snow siree!
so siree!
sow siree!
stow siree!
tho siree!
though siree!
throe siree!
throw siree!
toe siree!
tow siree!
whoa siree!
woe siree!
yo siree!
au skin off teeth
beau skin off teeth
blow skin off teeth
bo skin off teeth
bow skin off teeth
co skin off teeth
cro skin off teeth
crow skin off teeth
doe skin off teeth
doh skin off teeth
dough skin off teeth

floe skin off teeth
flow skin off teeth
foe skin off teeth
fro skin off teeth
glow skin off teeth
go skin off teeth
grow skin off teeth
ho skin off teeth
hoe skin off teeth
jo skin off teeth
joe skin off teeth
know skin off teeth
ko skin off teeth
lo skin off teeth
low skin off teeth
luo skin off teeth
mo skin off teeth
moe skin off teeth
mow skin off teeth
oh skin off teeth
owe skin off teeth
plough skin off teeth
po skin off teeth
pro skin off teeth
quo skin off teeth
rho skin off teeth
ro skin off teeth
roe skin off teeth
row skin off teeth
sew skin off teeth
show skin off teeth
sloe skin off teeth
slow skin off teeth
snow skin off teeth
so skin off teeth
sow skin off teeth
stow skin off teeth
tho skin off teeth
though skin off teeth
throe skin off teeth

throw skin off teeth
toe skin off teeth
tow skin off teeth
whoa skin off teeth
woe skin off teeth
yo skin off teeth
no been off teeth
no bin off teeth
no chin off teeth
no din off teeth
no fin off teeth
no finn off teeth
no gin off teeth
no grin off teeth
no gwyn off teeth
no in off teeth
no inn off teeth
no kin off teeth
no lyn off teeth
no lynn off teeth
no min off teeth
no pin off teeth
no quin off teeth
no shin off teeth
no sin off teeth
no spin off teeth
no thin off teeth
no tin off teeth
no twin off teeth
no vin off teeth
no when off teeth
no win off teeth
no skin off heath
no skin off sheath
no skin off wreath
au soap
beau soap
blow soap
bo soap

bow soap
co soap
cro soap
crow soap
doe soap
doh soap
dough soap
floe soap
flow soap
foe soap
fro soap
glow soap
go soap
grow soap
ho soap
hoe soap
jo soap
joe soap
know soap
ko soap
lo soap
low soap
luo soap
mo soap
moe soap
mow soap
oh soap
owe soap
plough soap
po soap
pro soap
quo soap
rho soap
ro soap
roe soap
row soap
sew soap
show soap
sloe soap
slow soap

snow soap
so soap
sow soap
stow soap
tho soap
though soap
throe soap
throw soap
toe soap
tow soap
whoa soap
woe soap
yo soap
no cope
no dope
no grope
no hope
no lope
no mope
no nope
no pope
no rope
no scope
no slope
no tope
no trope
au spring chicken
beau spring chicken
blow spring chicken
bo spring chicken
bow spring chicken
co spring chicken
cro spring chicken
crow spring chicken
doe spring chicken
doh spring chicken
dough spring chicken
floe spring chicken
flow spring chicken

foe spring chicken
fro spring chicken
glow spring chicken
go spring chicken
grow spring chicken
ho spring chicken
hoe spring chicken
jo spring chicken
joe spring chicken
know spring chicken
ko spring chicken
lo spring chicken
low spring chicken
luo spring chicken
mo spring chicken
moe spring chicken
mow spring chicken
oh spring chicken
owe spring chicken
plough spring chicken
po spring chicken
pro spring chicken
quo spring chicken
rho spring chicken
ro spring chicken
roe spring chicken
row spring chicken
sew spring chicken
show spring chicken
sloe spring chicken
slow spring chicken
snow spring chicken
so spring chicken
sow spring chicken
stow spring chicken
tho spring chicken
though spring chicken
throe spring chicken
throw spring chicken
toe spring chicken

tow spring chicken
whoa spring chicken
woe spring chicken
yo spring chicken
no bing chicken
no bring chicken
no cling chicken
no ding chicken
no fling chicken
no king chicken
no ling chicken
no ping chicken
no ring chicken
no sing chicken
no sling chicken
no sting chicken
no string chicken
no swing chicken
no thing chicken
no ting chicken
no wing chicken
no wring chicken
no zing chicken
no spring quicken
no spring sicken
no spring stricken
no spring thicken
au stranger to
beau stranger to
blow stranger to
bo stranger to
bow stranger to
co stranger to
cro stranger to
crow stranger to
doe stranger to
doh stranger to
dough stranger to
floe stranger to

flow stranger to
foe stranger to
fro stranger to
glow stranger to
go stranger to
grow stranger to
ho stranger to
hoe stranger to
jo stranger to
joe stranger to
know stranger to
ko stranger to
lo stranger to
low stranger to
luo stranger to
mo stranger to
moe stranger to
mow stranger to
oh stranger to
owe stranger to
plough stranger to
po stranger to
pro stranger to
quo stranger to
rho stranger to
ro stranger to
roe stranger to
row stranger to
sew stranger to
show stranger to
sloe stranger to
slow stranger to
snow stranger to
so stranger to
sow stranger to
stow stranger to
tho stranger to
though stranger to
throe stranger to
throw stranger to

toe stranger to
tow stranger to
whoa stranger to
woe stranger to
yo stranger to
no changer to
no danger to
no granger to
no manger to
no ranger to
au stress
beau stress
blow stress
bo stress
bow stress
co stress
cro stress
crow stress
doe stress
doh stress
dough stress
floe stress
flow stress
foe stress
fro stress
glow stress
go stress
grow stress
ho stress
hoe stress
jo stress
joe stress
know stress
ko stress
lo stress
low stress
luo stress
mo stress
moe stress

mow stress
oh stress
owe stress
plough stress
po stress
pro stress
quo stress
rho stress
ro stress
roe stress
row stress
sew stress
show stress
sloe stress
slow stress
snow stress
so stress
sow stress
stow stress
tho stress
though stress
throe stress
throw stress
toe stress
tow stress
whoa stress
woe stress
yo stress
no bless
no chess
no cress
no dress
no ers
no es
no fess
no fesse
no guess
no hess
no ins
no jess

no las
no les
no less
no mess
no ness
no press
no tress
no us
no wes
no yes
au strings
beau strings
blow strings
bo strings
bow strings
co strings
cro strings
crow strings
doe strings
doh strings
dough strings
floe strings
flow strings
foe strings
fro strings
glow strings
go strings
grow strings
ho strings
hoe strings
jo strings
joe strings
know strings
ko strings
lo strings
low strings
luo strings
mo strings
moe strings

mow strings
oh strings
owe strings
plough strings
po strings
pro strings
quo strings
rho strings
ro strings
roe strings
row strings
sew strings
show strings
sloe strings
slow strings
snow strings
so strings
sow strings
stow strings
tho strings
though strings
throe strings
throw strings
toe strings
tow strings
whoa strings
woe strings
yo strings
no kings
no rings
no springs
no things
no wings
au such luck
beau such luck
blow such luck
bo such luck
bow such luck
co such luck

cro such luck
crow such luck
doe such luck
doh such luck
dough such luck
floe such luck
flow such luck
foe such luck
fro such luck
glow such luck
go such luck
grow such luck
ho such luck
hoe such luck
jo such luck
joe such luck
know such luck
ko such luck
lo such luck
low such luck
luo such luck
mo such luck
moe such luck
mow such luck
oh such luck
owe such luck
plough such luck
po such luck
pro such luck
quo such luck
rho such luck
ro such luck
roe such luck
row such luck
sew such luck
show such luck
sloe such luck
slow such luck
snow such luck
so such luck

sow such luck
stow such luck
tho such luck
though such luck
throe such luck
throw such luck
toe such luck
tow such luck
whoa such luck
woe such luck
yo such luck
no clutch luck
no crutch luck
no cutch luck
no dutch luck
no hutch luck
no kutch luck
no much luck
no smutch luck
no touch luck
no such buck
no such chuck
no such cluck
no such duck
no such guck
no such huck
no such muck
no such pluck
no such puck
no such ruck
no such schmuck
no such shuck
no such struck
no such stuck
no such suck
no such truck
no such tuck
au such luck!
beau such luck!

blow such luck!
bo such luck!
bow such luck!
co such luck!
cro such luck!
crow such luck!
doe such luck!
doh such luck!
dough such luck!
floe such luck!
flow such luck!
foe such luck!
fro such luck!
glow such luck!
go such luck!
grow such luck!
ho such luck!
hoe such luck!
jo such luck!
joe such luck!
know such luck!
ko such luck!
lo such luck!
low such luck!
luo such luck!
mo such luck!
moe such luck!
mow such luck!
oh such luck!
owe such luck!
plough such luck!
po such luck!
pro such luck!
quo such luck!
rho such luck!
ro such luck!
roe such luck!
row such luck!
sew such luck!
show such luck!

sloe such luck!
slow such luck!
snow such luck!
so such luck!
sow such luck!
stow such luck!
tho such luck!
though such luck!
throe such luck!
throw such luck!
toe such luck!
tow such luck!
whoa such luck!
woe such luck!
yo such luck!
no clutch luck!
no crutch luck!
no cutch luck!
no dutch luck!
no hutch luck!
no kutch luck!
no much luck!
no smutch luck!
no touch luck!
no such buck!
no such chuck!
no such cluck!
no such duck!
no such guck!
no such huck!
no such muck!
no such pluck!
no such puck!
no such ruck!
no such schmuck!
no such shuck!
no such struck!
no such stuck!
no such suck!
no such truck!

no such tuck!
au sweat
beau sweat
blow sweat
bo sweat
bow sweat
co sweat
cro sweat
crow sweat
doe sweat
doh sweat
dough sweat
floe sweat
flow sweat
foe sweat
fro sweat
glow sweat
go sweat
grow sweat
ho sweat
hoe sweat
jo sweat
joe sweat
know sweat
ko sweat
lo sweat
low sweat
luo sweat
mo sweat
moe sweat
mow sweat
oh sweat
owe sweat
plough sweat
po sweat
pro sweat
quo sweat
rho sweat
ro sweat

roe sweat
row sweat
sew sweat
show sweat
sloe sweat
slow sweat
snow sweat
so sweat
sow sweat
stow sweat
tho sweat
though sweat
throe sweat
throw sweat
toe sweat
tow sweat
whoa sweat
woe sweat
yo sweat
no bet
no brett
no debt
no et
no fret
no get
no jet
no let
no met
no net
no nett
no pet
no ret
no set
no tet
no threat
no vet
no wet
no whet
no yet

au sweat!
beau sweat!
blow sweat!
bo sweat!
bow sweat!
co sweat!
cro sweat!
crow sweat!
doe sweat!
doh sweat!
dough sweat!
floe sweat!
flow sweat!
foe sweat!
fro sweat!
glow sweat!
go sweat!
grow sweat!
ho sweat!
hoe sweat!
jo sweat!
joe sweat!
know sweat!
ko sweat!
lo sweat!
low sweat!
luo sweat!
mo sweat!
moe sweat!
mow sweat!
oh sweat!
owe sweat!
plough sweat!
po sweat!
pro sweat!
quo sweat!
rho sweat!
ro sweat!
roe sweat!
row sweat!

sew sweat!
show sweat!
sloe sweat!
slow sweat!
snow sweat!
so sweat!
sow sweat!
stow sweat!
tho sweat!
though sweat!
throe sweat!
throw sweat!
toe sweat!
tow sweat!
whoa sweat!
woe sweat!
yo sweat!
no bet!
no brett!
no debt!
no et!
no fret!
no get!
no jet!
no let!
no met!
no net!
no nett!
no pet!
no ret!
no set!
no tet!
no threat!
no vet!
no wet!
no whet!
no yet!
au thanks to
beau thanks to

blow thanks to
bo thanks to
bow thanks to
co thanks to
cro thanks to
crow thanks to
doe thanks to
doh thanks to
dough thanks to
floe thanks to
flow thanks to
foe thanks to
fro thanks to
glow thanks to
go thanks to
grow thanks to
ho thanks to
hoe thanks to
jo thanks to
joe thanks to
know thanks to
ko thanks to
lo thanks to
low thanks to
luo thanks to
mo thanks to
moe thanks to
mow thanks to
oh thanks to
owe thanks to
plough thanks to
po thanks to
pro thanks to
quo thanks to
rho thanks to
ro thanks to
roe thanks to
row thanks to
sew thanks to
show thanks to

sloe thanks to
slow thanks to
snow thanks to
so thanks to
sow thanks to
stow thanks to
tho thanks to
though thanks to
throe thanks to
throw thanks to
toe thanks to
tow thanks to
whoa thanks to
woe thanks to
yo thanks to
no banks to
no blanks to
no franks to
no hanks to
no manx to
no ranks to
no tanks to
au thanks to you
beau thanks to you
blow thanks to you
bo thanks to you
bow thanks to you
co thanks to you
cro thanks to you
crow thanks to you
doe thanks to you
doh thanks to you
dough thanks to you
floe thanks to you
flow thanks to you
foe thanks to you
fro thanks to you
glow thanks to you
go thanks to you

grow thanks to you
ho thanks to you
hoe thanks to you
jo thanks to you
joe thanks to you
know thanks to you
ko thanks to you
lo thanks to you
low thanks to you
luo thanks to you
mo thanks to you
moe thanks to you
mow thanks to you
oh thanks to you
owe thanks to you
plough thanks to you
po thanks to you
pro thanks to you
quo thanks to you
rho thanks to you
ro thanks to you
roe thanks to you
row thanks to you
sew thanks to you
show thanks to you
sloe thanks to you
slow thanks to you
snow thanks to you
so thanks to you
sow thanks to you
stow thanks to you
tho thanks to you
though thanks to you
throe thanks to you
throw thanks to you
toe thanks to you
tow thanks to you
whoa thanks to you
woe thanks to you
yo thanks to you

no banks to you
no blanks to you
no franks to you
no hanks to you
no manx to you
no ranks to you
no tanks to you
au time like the present
beau time like the present
blow time like the present
bo time like the present
bow time like the present
co time like the present
cro time like the present
crow time like the present
doe time like the present
doh time like the present
dough time like the present
floe time like the present
flow time like the present
foe time like the present
fro time like the present
glow time like the present
go time like the present
grow time like the present
ho time like the present
hoe time like the present
jo time like the present
joe time like the present
know time like the present
ko time like the present
lo time like the present
low time like the present
luo time like the present
mo time like the present
moe time like the present
mow time like the present
oh time like the present
owe time like the present

plough time like the present
po time like the present
pro time like the present
quo time like the present
rho time like the present
ro time like the present
roe time like the present
row time like the present
sew time like the present
show time like the present
sloe time like the present
slow time like the present
snow time like the present
so time like the present
sow time like the present
stow time like the present
tho time like the present
though time like the present
throe time like the present
throw time like the present
toe time like the present
tow time like the present
whoa time like the present
woe time like the present
yo time like the present
no chime like the present
no chyme like the present
no climb like the present
no clime like the present
no crime like the present
no dime like the present
no grime like the present
no I’m like the present
no lime like the present
no mime like the present
no prime like the present
no rhyme like the present
no slime like the present
no thyme like the present
no time bike the present

no time dike the present
no time dyke the present
no time hike the present
no time ike the present
no time mike the present
no time pike the present
no time reich the present
no time shrike the present
no time spike the present
no time strike the present
no time tike the present
no time trike the present
no time tyke the present
no time like the accent
no time like the ascent
no time like the assent
no time like the augment
no time like the cement
no time like the consent
no time like the content
no time like the descent
no time like the dissent
no time like the event
no time like the extent
no time like the ferment
no time like the ground rent
no time like the indent
no time like the intent
no time like the invent
no time like the lament
no time like the peasant
no time like the percent
no time like the pheasant
no time like the pleasant
no time like the prevent
no time like the pup tent
no time like the rack rent
no time like the relent
no time like the repent
no time like the resent

no time like the segment
no time like the tashkent
no time like the torment
au way
beau way
blow way
bo way
bow way
co way
cro way
crow way
doe way
doh way
dough way
floe way
flow way
foe way
fro way
glow way
go way
grow way
ho way
hoe way
jo way
joe way
know way
ko way
lo way
low way
luo way
mo way
moe way
mow way
oh way
owe way
plough way
po way
pro way
quo way

rho way
ro way
roe way
row way
sew way
show way
sloe way
slow way
snow way
so way
sow way
stow way
tho way
though way
throe way
throw way
toe way
tow way
whoa way
woe way
yo way
no bay
no bey
no brae
no bray
no ca
no cache
no cay
no clay
no da
no dak
no day
no de
no dray
no fay
no fe
no fey
no flay
no fray
no frey

no ga
no gay
no gray
no grey
no ha
no hay
no hey
no jay
no kay
no lay
no lei
no les
no ley
no mae
no may
no mei
no nay
no ne
no neigh
no ole
no pay
no paye
no play
no pray
no prey
no quay
no ray
no re
no say
no slay
no sleigh
no splay
no spray
no stay
no stray
no sway
no tay
no they
no tray
no trey

no weigh
no whey
no yay
no yea
au way to tell
beau way to tell
blow way to tell
bo way to tell
bow way to tell
co way to tell
cro way to tell
crow way to tell
doe way to tell
doh way to tell
dough way to tell
floe way to tell
flow way to tell
foe way to tell
fro way to tell
glow way to tell
go way to tell
grow way to tell
ho way to tell
hoe way to tell
jo way to tell
joe way to tell
know way to tell
ko way to tell
lo way to tell
low way to tell
luo way to tell
mo way to tell
moe way to tell
mow way to tell
oh way to tell
owe way to tell
plough way to tell
po way to tell
pro way to tell

quo way to tell
rho way to tell
ro way to tell
roe way to tell
row way to tell
sew way to tell
show way to tell
sloe way to tell
slow way to tell
snow way to tell
so way to tell
sow way to tell
stow way to tell
tho way to tell
though way to tell
throe way to tell
throw way to tell
toe way to tell
tow way to tell
whoa way to tell
woe way to tell
yo way to tell
no bay to tell
no bey to tell
no brae to tell
no bray to tell
no ca to tell
no cache to tell
no cay to tell
no clay to tell
no da to tell
no dak to tell
no day to tell
no de to tell
no dray to tell
no fay to tell
no fe to tell
no fey to tell
no flay to tell
no fray to tell

no frey to tell
no ga to tell
no gay to tell
no gray to tell
no grey to tell
no ha to tell
no hay to tell
no hey to tell
no jay to tell
no kay to tell
no lay to tell
no lei to tell
no les to tell
no ley to tell
no mae to tell
no may to tell
no mei to tell
no nay to tell
no ne to tell
no neigh to tell
no ole to tell
no pay to tell
no paye to tell
no play to tell
no pray to tell
no prey to tell
no quay to tell
no ray to tell
no re to tell
no say to tell
no slay to tell
no sleigh to tell
no splay to tell
no spray to tell
no stay to tell
no stray to tell
no sway to tell
no tay to tell
no they to tell
no tray to tell

no trey to tell
no weigh to tell
no whey to tell
no yay to tell
no yea to tell
no way to bel
no way to bell
no way to belle
no way to cell
no way to del
no way to dell
no way to dwell
no way to el
no way to ell
no way to fell
no way to gel
no way to hell
no way to jell
no way to knell
no way to mel
no way to pell
no way to quell
no way to sell
no way to shell
no way to smell
no way to spell
no way to swell
no way to well
no way to yell
au way!
beau way!
blow way!
bo way!
bow way!
co way!
cro way!
crow way!
doe way!
doh way!

dough way!
floe way!
flow way!
foe way!
fro way!
glow way!
go way!
grow way!
ho way!
hoe way!
jo way!
joe way!
know way!
ko way!
lo way!
low way!
luo way!
mo way!
moe way!
mow way!
oh way!
owe way!
plough way!
po way!
pro way!
quo way!
rho way!
ro way!
roe way!
row way!
sew way!
show way!
sloe way!
slow way!
snow way!
so way!
sow way!
stow way!
tho way!
though way!

throe way!
throw way!
toe way!
tow way!
whoa way!
woe way!
yo way!
no bay!
no bey!
no brae!
no bray!
no ca!
no cache!
no cay!
no clay!
no da!
no dak!
no day!
no de!
no dray!
no fay!
no fe!
no fey!
no flay!
no fray!
no frey!
no ga!
no gay!
no gray!
no grey!
no ha!
no hay!
no hey!
no jay!
no kay!
no lay!
no lei!
no les!
no ley!
no mae!

no may!
no mei!
no nay!
no ne!
no neigh!
no ole!
no pay!
no paye!
no play!
no pray!
no prey!
no quay!
no ray!
no re!
no say!
no slay!
no sleigh!
no splay!
no spray!
no stay!
no stray!
no sway!
no tay!
no they!
no tray!
no trey!
no weigh!
no whey!
no yay!
no yea!
nobody’s boole
nobody’s boule
nobody’s buhl
nobody’s cool
nobody’s drool
nobody’s ghoul
nobody’s joule
nobody’s mule
nobody’s pool

nobody’s rule
nobody’s school
nobody’s spool
nobody’s stool
nobody’s thule
nobody’s tool
nobody’s tulle
nobody’s you’ll
nobody’s yule
an of beeswax
bun of beeswax
done of beeswax
donne of beeswax
dun of beeswax
fun of beeswax
gun of beeswax
hun of beeswax
nun of beeswax
one of beeswax
pun of beeswax
run of beeswax
shun of beeswax
son of beeswax
spun of beeswax
stun of beeswax
sun of beeswax
ton of beeswax
tonne of beeswax
un of beeswax
won of beeswax
an of business
bun of business
done of business
donne of business
dun of business
fun of business
gun of business
hun of business

nun of business
one of business
pun of business
run of business
shun of business
son of business
spun of business
stun of business
sun of business
ton of business
tonne of business
un of business
won of business
an of your business!
bun of your business!
done of your business!
donne of your business!
dun of your business!
fun of your business!
gun of your business!
hun of your business!
nun of your business!
one of your business!
pun of your business!
run of your business!
shun of your business!
son of your business!
spun of your business!
stun of your business!
sun of your business!
ton of your business!
tonne of your business!
un of your business!
won of your business!
a the wiser
bun the wiser
done the wiser
donne the wiser

dun the wiser
fun the wiser
gun the wiser
hun the wiser
nun the wiser
one the wiser
pun the wiser
run the wiser
shun the wiser
son the wiser
spun the wiser
stun the wiser
sun the wiser
ton the wiser
tonne the wiser
un the wiser
won the wiser
a the worse for wear
bun the worse for wear
done the worse for wear
donne the worse for wear
dun the worse for wear
fun the worse for wear
gun the worse for wear
hun the worse for wear
nun the worse for wear
one the worse for wear
pun the worse for wear
run the worse for wear
shun the worse for wear
son the worse for wear
spun the worse for wear
stun the worse for wear
sun the worse for wear
ton the worse for wear
tonne the worse for wear
un the worse for wear
won the worse for wear
none the curse for wear

none the hearse for wear
none the nurse for wear
none the purse for wear
none the terse for wear
none the verse for wear
none the worse for air
none the worse for bare
none the worse for bear
none the worse for blair
none the worse for blare
none the worse for care
none the worse for chair
none the worse for claire
none the worse for dare
none the worse for err
none the worse for fair
none the worse for fare
none the worse for flair
none the worse for flare
none the worse for glare
none the worse for hair
none the worse for hare
none the worse for heir
none the worse for herr
none the worse for khmer
none the worse for lair
none the worse for mare
none the worse for ne’er
none the worse for pair
none the worse for pare
none the worse for pear
none the worse for prayer
none the worse for rare
none the worse for scare
none the worse for share
none the worse for snare
none the worse for spare
none the worse for square
none the worse for stair
none the worse for stare

none the worse for swear
none the worse for tear
none the worse for their
none the worse for there
none the worse for they’re
none the worse for ware
none the worse for where
a too
bun too
done too
donne too
dun too
fun too
gun too
hun too
nun too
one too
pun too
run too
shun too
son too
spun too
stun too
sun too
ton too
tonne too
un too
won too
none bleu
none blew
none blue
none boo
none brew
none chew
none chou
none chough
none clue
none coo
none coup

none crew
none cue
none dew
none do
none doo
none drew
none du
none due
none ewe
none few
none flew
none flu
none flue
none glue
none gnu
none goo
none grew
none hew
none hue
none hugh
none jew
none knew
none ku
none leu
none lieu
none loo
none lou
none lu
none mew
none moo
none mu
none new
none nu
none ooh
none pew
none pu
none que
none queue
none roux
none ru

none rue
none screw
none shew
none shoe
none shoo
none shrew
none sioux
none skew
none slew
none sough
none spew
none sprue
none stew
none strew
none sue
none threw
none through
none to
none true
none two
none view
none vu
none whew
none who
none woo
none wu
none yew
none you
none yue
none zoo
boodle around
feudal around
poodle around
chose in
close in
clothes in
doze in
froze in

goes in
hose in
knows in
lows in
pose in
pros in
prose in
rose in
shows in
slows in
those in
throes in
throws in
toes in
chose out
close out
clothes out
doze out
froze out
goes out
hose out
knows out
lows out
pose out
pros out
prose out
rose out
shows out
slows out
those out
throes out
throws out
toes out
nose bout
nose clout
nose doubt
nose drought
nose flout
nose gout

nose grout
nose knout
nose kraut
nose lout
nose pout
nose rout
nose route
nose scout
nose shout
nose snout
nose spout
nose sprout
nose stout
nose tout
nose trout
chose out of
close out of
clothes out of
doze out of
froze out of
goes out of
hose out of
knows out of
lows out of
pose out of
pros out of
prose out of
rose out of
shows out of
slows out of
those out of
throes out of
throws out of
toes out of
nose bout of
nose clout of
nose doubt of
nose drought of
nose flout of

nose gout of
nose grout of
nose knout of
nose kraut of
nose lout of
nose pout of
nose rout of
nose route of
nose scout of
nose shout of
nose snout of
nose spout of
nose sprout of
nose stout of
nose tout of
nose trout of
chose to tail
close to tail
clothes to tail
doze to tail
froze to tail
goes to tail
hose to tail
knows to tail
lows to tail
pose to tail
pros to tail
prose to tail
rose to tail
shows to tail
slows to tail
those to tail
throes to tail
throws to tail
toes to tail
nose to ail
nose to ale
nose to bail
nose to bale

nose to brail
nose to braille
nose to dail
nose to dale
nose to fail
nose to faille
nose to flail
nose to frail
nose to gael
nose to gale
nose to grail
nose to hail
nose to hale
nose to jail
nose to kail
nose to kale
nose to mail
nose to male
nose to nail
nose to pail
nose to pale
nose to quail
nose to rail
nose to sail
nose to sale
nose to scale
nose to shale
nose to snail
nose to stale
nose to tale
nose to trail
nose to vale
nose to veil
nose to wail
nose to wale
nose to whale
nose to yale
aught a chance
baht a chance

blot a chance
bought a chance
brought a chance
caught a chance
clot a chance
cot a chance
dot a chance
fought a chance
fraught a chance
got a chance
hot a chance
jot a chance
knot a chance
lat a chance
lot a chance
lotte a chance
naught a chance
nought a chance
ought a chance
plot a chance
pot a chance
rot a chance
scot a chance
scott a chance
shot a chance
slot a chance
snot a chance
sot a chance
sought a chance
spot a chance
squat a chance
swat a chance
taught a chance
taut a chance
thought a chance
tot a chance
trot a chance
watt a chance
wrought a chance
yacht a chance

not a dance
not a france
not a glance
not a lance
not a manse
not a prance
not a stance
not a trance

